Seasonal Soil Sampler Job Description

Summary: Support Ceres Solutions AgVantage program through soil sampling. This includes the daily maintenance and minor in-field repairs needed to the sampling equipment. At times when sampling does not happen daily, flexibility to work on other tasks and support goals of other departments.

Essential Responsibilities Outlined. Other Duties May Be Assigned as Needed.

- Pulling accurate, quality samples
- General probe maintenance
- Daily machine maintenance
- Blowing/ washing machine
- Completing daily log
- Verifying all samples are sent to the lab with proper barcode
- Accurately recording GPS data
- Knowledge of 12 volt electrical systems and also hydraulic systems
- Competency operating an iPad and Apple iOS

Supervisory Responsibilities

This job has no supervisory responsibilities.

Qualifications

To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty satisfactorily. The candidate will have an exceptional work ethic, a positive attitude, professionalism and be self-motivated. The candidate will be highly responsible, flexible and dedicated to deliver results in seasons of highest demand. The candidate must work well within a team and communicate clearly. The candidate must adhere to the core values of Ceres Solutions Cooperative. The requirements listed are representative of the knowledge, skill, and/or ability required. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.